Essence of Earth: Healing the Soul of Humanity
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Abstract

Reaching

outward

with

Extended

Self & inward with Higher Self,

Essences

Earth bridge the gap and assist in the transformation and integration of the human.
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Introduction
The focus of this integrated project is to describe my inward unfolding through
the Earth Literacy Master's program.

It is a personal story which | choose to tell not

because it is significant to anyone other than me, but rather because in order for me to

fully integrate all that | have experienced in the past three years, | must tell this story.
During the EL 540 residency, we were led through the Elm Dance as part of a
ritual. This is a circle dance that Joanna Macy brought to the people of Novozybkov,

Russia in 1992 to aid residents who were grieving the loss of life as they knew it after
radiation-filled clouds headed toward Moscow were, unknown to the residents, seeded,
causing radioactivity to rain on the town and the forest.

The forest had been an integral

thread in the fabric of life for the people of Novozybkov and since wood holds radiation,

they no longer had access to this element of their lives. Joanna Macy told the people of
this small Russian town that she would share their story with others through the Eim
Dance, which is “for intention.

It is to strengthen our capacity to choose a purpose and

to follow through on the resolve our hearts have made” (Macy 262 - 270).
Near the end of the dance, group members were asked to call out the name of
something we would most like to see healed.
destructive to Earth, | think of Human.

When | think of the force most

In order to heal Earth, it is essential that we heal

the human; and when it comes to healing, it is necessary for me to get to the very core
of the issue.

So as | danced with others in the circle, | considered calling out, “healing

the human heart.”

But that didn’t go deep enough.

spirit,” but that wasn't it either.

Then | considered “the human

“Soul of Humanity” came to mind — the collective soul,

the pool we all dip into that is both cause and effect of our connectedness. That's it! |

spoke the words aloud and decided that would be the theme for my integrated project.
Some might ask, is it really essential that Humans even be here in order for

Earth’s healing to occur?
Then she could really heal.

Maybe it would be best for Earth if she just threw us all off.
| have had a difficult time claiming my humanity.

| look

around me and see what we do to one another and to Earth, and | haven’t wanted to be
a part of it. In Earth Literacy 501, | was reminded that all that came before us made it
possible for us to be here, as we are, at this point in time.

“It's no accident,” | was told.

This is what | had been trying to avoid all these years — | was beginning to realize my
responsibility wrapped up in my reason for being here, in human form.
| have begun to understand that humans are a part of the living system that is

Earth and we are essential to the healing of this planet as the “Universe continues to
unfold, continues to reveal itself through human awareness” (Swimme 31).

Earth has tremendous creative power and her diversity is beyond anything
known on any other planet (Swimme 30). It is from this creativity that we are emerging.
Brian Swimme tells us that “the journey of the cosmos depends on those creatures and

elements existing now [...] For the unfolding of the Universe, your creativity is as
essential as the creativity inherent in the fireball” (29).

Where Does the Dance Begin, Where Does It End?
By Mary Oliver

Don’t call this world adorable, or useful, that's not it.
It's frisky, and a theater for more than fair winds.

The eyelash of lightning is neither good nor evil.
The struck tree burns like a pillar of gold.
But the blue rain sinks, straight to the white
feet of the trees whose mouths open.

Doesn't the wind, turning in circles, invent the dance?
Haven't the flowers moved, slowly, across Asia, then Europe,

until at last, now, they shine
in your own yard?
Don’t call this world an explanation, or even an education.

When the Sufi poet whirled, was he looking
outward, to the mountains so solidly there
in a white-capped ring, or was he looking
to the center of everything: the seed, the egg, the idea

that was also there,
beautiful as a thumb
curved and touching the finger, tenderly,
little love-ring.
as he whirled,
oh jug of breath,

in the garden of dust?
— Why| Wake Early (2004)

Essence
The word “essential” showed up a lot as | began to write this
paper, leading me to explore its root to try to get a better idea of how
others view it. | found that the etymology of “essence” includes
“substance of the Trinity” and “to be” (Harper).

| see this as referring

to the natural state of being, as originating from a Divine Source.
Merriam Webster's definitions, “the permanent as contrasted with the
accidental element of being” (Merriam Webster) brings to mind unchangeable coupled

with purpose, and “the individual, real, or ultimate nature of a thing especially as
opposed to its existence” evokes the idea that essence goes beyond what we garner
from the physical realm.

OnelLook defined the meaning as, “any substance possessing

to a high degree the predominant properties of a plant or other natural product from
which it is extracted.”

This suggests that those elements that make something unique

can be extracted or obtained.
As humans, we can make the choice to share our individual essence through our
heart connections, through our love.

We have the ability to make that choice.

Every bit

of Nature has an essence to be shared, a vibrational pattern whose offerings can be
received in physical form.

Those familiar with the process can transfer the essence

from a flower, a stone or any other facet of nature into distilled water, “catching the spirit

that extends my |” as the poem below mentions:

Peace like a river
flowing in my soul
opening my eyes
making me whole.
Catching that spirit
that extends my |,
peace like a river

making me fly.
Peace like a river

blooming in my mind
the ultimate intention

making one design.
— Anne

Anne Ulvestad

Ulvestad

Why would we even want to consider capturing the essence of a piece of
Nature?
within us.

Essences can be a reminder, in physical form, of innate qualities buried deep
When extracted, put into water and taken by mouth, characteristics in an

essence resonate with elements of that essence nascent in us and aid in the
emergence of our intrinsic potential.
There are tremendous healing qualities found in essences from Nature, with their

ability to reflect back to us, like a river, our essential being — that part of us we have
shut out, that part of us that remembers who we are and why we are here.
support us in extending ourselves by extending our frame of reference.

They

It is time.

Brian

Swimme says that we have kept ourselves imprisoned by our narrow frame of
reference, as though we have alienated ourselves from the cosmos. That is such a

lonely place to be, feeling alienated from the cosmos.

We can, however, open up to

the essences of the natural world as a way of connecting to our own essence and

extending that connection out to the cosmos.

As we unite with our essential being and

our own true nature, we no longer need to hold onto the shroud we have placed around

our hearts.

As the veil lifts, it becomes easier to accept that we have always been

connected to all of creation. We

are vital elements of creation and we can choose to

share our unique, Divinely given essence.

Sense of Place
Once | began opening to the idea that |, like
all else around me, am an integral piece of the
Universe, | began looking a little closer to home.

|

have been a wanderer most of my life, living in many
B different places, without roots.

| was far from

“making [my]self at home on Earth, knowing the
earth as one body knows another” as Scott Russell

Ea

Sanders describes (41). | was struck by his words,

“I cannot have a spiritual center without having a geographical center; | cannot live a
grounded life without being grounded in a place” (121).
My whole way of being in this world, the facade | had created and held in place
so tightly, was beginning to crack.

While | resisted the experience, having shut myself

down for so many years, a part of me was curious and enjoying the change.

Being

present and grounded began to feel more safe than escaping my body; my old patterns
of being no longer felt necessary for my survival.
As Dr. Jackson's assignment in EL 501 encouraged me to look around, to get to
know my place, | became aware that | love where | live. | love that | live in the
temperate forest; | truly love the trees — the maples and oaks in particular.

Evolution of Essential Self
A
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Realizing that being integral to the evolving
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Universe related to being grounded in place, | was
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subsequently grateful for May Lou’s information on

2 ! the evolution of consciousness during the EL 510
residency.
place.

This reassured me that | was in the right

For me, the only way to expand outward is to

first expand inward, taking time to process the

MESS
the expansion through experience.

information, to integrate from within, then ground
It is experience grounded in the real world that

bridges the gap between heart and mind and helps us to determine our own truth.
My processing is not always on my desired time frame, but there is some force at

work that knows far better than | do, guiding me when | allow it. That is the force | am
driven toward, the Source calling us back to the evolutionary process that relies on
symbiosis and mutual relationships rather than power and control.

In this process, my son Andrew is my

inspiration.
2

together.

We are on this path, this journey “home”
| am never quite sure who is leading

: whom, though it really doesn’t matter.
inspiration and my teacher.

He is my

At the young age of

four, Andrew told me he wanted to die; he was
hypersensitive and easily overwhelmed by the world
around him.

| was shocked into an awareness of

= how difficult his life felt to him.
years ago.

typical of any child his age.

That was eleven

Today Andrew has a vitality and vibrancy

He’s a leader on his baseball team and a role model for the

younger players who flock around him, calling his name.
has taken me to places | would not have gone otherwise.

Andrew's presence in my life

From the time Andrew was a year and a
&

half old until he was five, we lived in the country,

i in an area surrounded by farm fields. After we
¢ left the farm, the man who owned the fields by
3

our house told me that mercury is one of the

ingredients in the pesticide mixture that is
wrapped around each seed of corn that is planted in the field.

| can’t help but wonder if

this heavy metal seeped into our well and contributed to the high level of mercury that
was discovered in Andrew’s body.
The presence of mercury in the body can lead to neurological complications and

some researchers think that mercury in young children is contributing to the rising rate
of Autistic Spectrum Disorders.

| looked for therapies for Andrew that have been

effective for children on the Autistic Spectrum because many of his symptoms fell into
that category.

My goal was to help Andrew become comfortable in his own body.

| was amazed to find the number of options available to help children, many of

which were begun by women with their own stories to tell. The places | went looking for
help were considered alternative and were not condoned by those in the traditional
medical community.

During this period, all | really had to rely on was my intuitive self,

and it was then | realized just how strong that part of me can be. Andrew's trust in me
and his willingness to work so hard confirmed that | was on the right path.

Healing in

ways that were new to me became a primary focus of my life at that point and continues
today.

_

Properties of Essences
One of the ways Andrew was helped was
; through the use of homeopathy and flower

3
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essences recommended
|

by one of our team of

alternative health care practitioners.

| Homeopathy rid his body of the mercury that
had accumulated and flower essences healed emotional wounds.

Watching his

response to these and other forms of energy healing, | became open to exploring more

possibilities of healing within the energetic realm.
In October 2002, | began a healing protocol using essences -- vibrational

patterns from Nature brought into physical form by transferring the patterns into distilled
water in order to support humanity's evolutionary expansion.

Of course, essences have

long been used.

In our culture, Bach Flower Essences are the most well-known and

readily available.

In the 1930s Dr. Edward Bach found that a group of essences he

named Bach Flower Essences supports the general processing and healing of
emotions, thus restoring equilibrium to the body, allowing it to heal.

Perelandra Flower

Essences are a familiar, more recent collection used to bring emotional, mental,

spiritual and physical patterns into balance.
| am drawn to Light Expression Essences which came into form to support the

shift in consciousness that we are in the midst of, a shift from duality into unity
consciousness. Another way of describing the shift is from a head-centered way of
being to a heart-centered way of being — letting the mind follow the heart rather than the

other way around.

Light Expression Essences work by releasing dense emotional patterns that
keep us from acknowledging who we truly are. Once the patterns have been released

we can begin to act from a higher place.

Instead of acting, for example, from feelings of

guilt and shame, which often leads to externally-driven action, the release of density
clears the way for better access to our internally-based Guidance. In order to heal these
patterns, the essences move us from our mental body into our emotional body so we

can become aware of the emotions that support our thinking and thus our behavior.
Light Expression Essences raise the frequency at which our mental, physical,
emotional, etheric and soul bodies vibrate and support us in moving beyond the dense
energetic patterns we find humanity mired in, patterns created by our negative
thoughts, feelings and actions aggregated in the soul of humanity.

The ultimate goal is

a shift from duality and belief in separation toward remembering our wholeness and
connectedness by acknowledging the Divinity expressed in all of creation.
Working with the essence protocol involves untangling thoughts and feelings and
moving them out of duality where we see a limited number of options and into

wholeness where we open to unlimited options.

Upon opening to a vast array of

options, we begin to judge ourselves and others less and we are not as likely to

become defensive, cling to our position and think in terms of “right and wrong,” “good
and bad,” or “us versus them.”
This group of essences includes not only flower essences, but also essences

belonging to categories named: mineral, body/soul, nature and combination, each with

their own properties.

with brandy.

Every essence has been bottled in distilled water and preserved

A drop or two at a time can be taken directly by mouth or dropped into a

glass of water or juice to be sipped throughout the day.

When choosing which

essences to use, individuals are encouraged to ask for Guidance from the wisdom
found within their own bodies and from the highest aspect of their being.

Catalysts are in the group of Mineral Essences.
?

These

bring to the surface misunderstandings we hold about who we are

§ and they aid us in transmuting those ideas at an emotional,
mental and soiitual level.

Each essence has a definition that describes it. One of my

favorites in this set is Tiger's Eye, whose definition reads, “Tiger's Eye allows the
utilization of creative forces into all aspects of being.

It helps to free you from your

current belief systems which no longer serve you and moves you to form perceptions
based on universal truth. This essence promotes creativity in truth by allowing you to
see truth in a larger context.”
These essences liberate the mental construct upon which we have built our lives

by helping us notice both the conscious and unconscious belief patterns, assumptions
and rationalizations from which we operate. While this process can cause thoughts you

believed held your world together to fall away, they do so in a manner that feels loving
and tolerable. As these essences shake-up my own world view, | feel that whatever
shift is occurring is extending well beyond me. My physical being is a vehicle through
which | am contributing to the expansion of all, like a prism taking in the light and putting

it out in a more expansive form.

Light Expression Flower Essences help to smooth out what

gets stirred up by the mineral essences.

They support healing of the

heart, clearing out old wounds from the emotional body, promoting
healing and an opening of the soul's wisdom.

Examples include

Coreopsis, which “draws light into dark places deep within the personality allowing

compassion to be expressed” and Echinacea, which “assists in the cleansing and
releasing of debris that has collected in the mental body and the resulting feelings of

sluggishness in the physical body.”

There are twenty-four essences in the Body/Soul Essence
collection, each one corresponding to a system specific to the

physical body.

When we interpret a situation, through a thought or

feeling, and that thought or feeling is not in alignment with our true

essence, the vibrational pattern is lodged in a corresponding body
system.

A vibrational blueprint for every misunderstanding is held within the individual's

DNA memory at the cellular level, leaving a dense imprint.

The Body/Soul Essences

align any and all misunderstandings with the vibrational pattern of truth, or Love.

Saint Mary-of-the-Woods
College Library

The Nature Essence collection includes essences

originating from a variety of sources, such as Essence of Turkey
which reminds us that giving allows us the space to receive;
Essence of Will, a reminder that guilt separates and denies our

true expression; or Essence of Wind, giving us a gentle push to put Guidance into
action.

They work toward strengthening our connection to, and with, Source by raising

our vibrational pattern and opening our awareness.

Bridges
In September 2003, | began my work
in the Earth Literacy Master's program.

At

the time, | was not sure why, but | felt
compelled to move in this direction.

Looking

back now, | see that a large part of the

reason | am taking part in the Earth Literacy program has been to become more
grounded.

With guidance from the teachers and the assignments in EL 520, Nature

and Culture, | experienced a large leap in this area as | explored the history of the Big
Darby Creek and felt a deep connection to this land that had once been considered
sacred to the Adena people.
love of the forest.

| began to sense a connection with the Adenas and their

An energetic connection that extends from the place where they

once built their mounds runs through my back yard.

Especially connected to that line

was a maple tree, a tree that had provided respite many times, a tree that | loved.

During this semester, the maple was struck by lightening, transformed by fire. It
seemed as though, through this transformation, her sweet essence had been grounded

into the Earth.

Was this an offering?

| gratefully accepted her gift.

One of my favorite essences, one that got

| added to my paint as | played with it during the
art component of Earth Literacy 510, is Essence

PB

of Land Turtle. It best describes my own
unfolding process during these past three years.

Its definition reads, “You will once again be
touched deep within yourself and truly understand that you must honor your feelings
and as a result of that honoring, you will be in touch with the universal hurt of humanity.

As this connection grows, you will be aware of new and creative solutions to ease the
pain from which mankind is suffering.

This is an essence of Earth, heart and heaven.

First, you ground to Earth, next you open your heart to humanity, and finally you will

merge with Spirit.”

SystemicChange
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During EL 540, we learned that systemic change begins
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with our awareness of interrelationships.
:

change occurs as we connect with others.
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The most effective
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William Shutkin, in
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The Land That Could Be, wrote that the physical conditions we

have created are “a reflection of the civic health and consciousness of communities”
(46).

Diversity, connections, and attention to and awareness of the process allow for a

circular motion, a flow between the seemingly separate components that are present in
every aspect of our daily lives.

a
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When our actions are Source-driven, systemic change

B oo
¥

becomes a dance, a circular motion spiraling out from Source
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including all of creation in harmony with the rhythm of the spheres.

es

We open to the possibility of Unity when humility allows us this
dance.

Four of us have come together, meeting
every Sunday morning at the Starbucks café in our

local Giant Eagle supermarket.

We began meeting

just over two years ago with the expressed intent of
aiding the healing of Earth.

This is a process-driven

group working with one another and the essences.
We collaborate for two hours each time we meet to come up with an intention and then
we put together an Essence combination to support us in moving toward our goal with
humility and integrity.
It is fascinating to be a part of the collaboration process.

Sometimes we are

inspired by a dream, like the time Diane dreamed about putting all of her resentments
into containers lined up on a shelf, then watched as the shelf was rolled away.
week we wrote and supported the intention to release our resentments.

That

Sometimes

there is a current event that gives us an idea, or a relationship, since relationships are

ripe with possibilities, being mirrors that reflect our own hidden beliefs.

Healing these

beliefs and releasing these resentments opens a space for a truer connection to Earth

and All that is.
Part of the reason it takes us two hours to bring our intention into form is
because we recognize the power of words.

We are very deliberate in our choice of

words since their power feels even greater when we use them as a group.

Each one of

us must feel comfortable with the wording of the intent before it is final.
Dr. Masaru Emoto is the chief of the Hado Institute in Tokyo.

Hado is defined as

“the intrinsic vibrational pattern at the atomic level in all matter. The smallest unit of

energy.

Its basis is the energy of human consciousness.”

Dr. Emoto has shown that

water forms a hado in response to the words we use and he captures the change
through pictures of ice crystals.

Words that, when we hear them, cause discomfort in

our bodies, show up as images that are not pleasing to the eye.

Words that we enjoy

hearing, that bring a feeling of lightness to our bodies, show up as images we want to

gaze at. Dr. Emoto has shown that thought is enough to form ice crystals in this
manner (Hado Life).

A reason we might feel discomfort or lightness
in our bodies when we hear words spoken is that
seventy percent of adult bodies are made of water
(Emoto xv).

We feel the vibrational pattern being

! reflected in our bodies.

Fire, earth and air contribute

to the makeup of our physical bodies as well, and there are subtle energies that are a
part of our being, a part of us the essences reach.

Ken Wilber writes about a Great

Chain of Being that claims we are more than a physical body; it is thought that we are
comprised of, at minimum, matter, body, mind, soul and spirit (63 - 65).
A perspective similar to Ken Wilber’s proposes that throughout and within our

physical bodies are increasingly subtler bodies, or vehicles of consciousness,
comprised of increasingly subtler tiers of matter.

The human aura can be described as

a bundle of energy containing dimensions beyond what our physical senses are

capable of perceiving. From densest to most subtle, the layers are often referred to as
the physical, etheric, emotional, mental and soul bodies (Norwood 8 - 12)

The physical body vibrates at the lowest frequency of the subtle bodies;
therefore, it is the densest and can be perceived through our five senses.
Consciousness in this realm is expressed through the functioning of our organs.
Physical form exists because of the etheric body, a vital energetic blueprint or matrix in
the shape of the physical body that provides form, cohesion and support to body tissue.

The etheric body precedes existence of the physical.
expressed through an awareness of sensory stimuli.

Consciousness in this realm is

The emotional body is a bridge between the physical and mental bodies and is
expressed through basic emotions such as joy and sorrow.
longings, appetites and fears through our personalities.

It projects our moods,

A vibrational pattern in our

emotional body affects the etheric body, which in turn affects the physical body.

Our

mental body stores conscious and subconscious thought patterns, creating a structure

through which the soul can express its personality.

Long standing, repeated thoughts

become potent forces that influence our lives.
The soul can be described as a link between the consciousness of the physical,
etheric, emotional and mental bodies and the energetic patterns, force or spirit behind
creation.

The soul of humanity links our collective consciousness to this force.

We are

distracted by the pain residing in our individual and collective physical, etheric,
emotional, mental and soul bodies.

A function of Light Expression Essences is to heal

this pain, bringing us into alignment with creative forces.

Joanna Macy refers to the Great Turning as

“a name for the essential adventure of our time:
the shift from the Industrial Growth Society to a lifesustaining civilization” (The Great Turning).

Three

| dimensions of the Great Turning include: action to
slow the damage to Earth and its beings; analysis of structural causes and the creation

of structural alternatives; and a shift in consciousness.

| see these essences, these

gifts from Nature, as a tool to support both our personal and collective shift in
consciousness during the Great Turning.

They have an ability to touch our very soul

with their healing properties, to clear the way for us “to feel the beauty of God's
presence in a way | couldn't before, as an indivisible Oneness, a way of relating to each

other at the deepest level of our humanity, a way of living, loving and caring for each
other, our reason for trying” (Goldstein).
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